MEMA Virtual Tour Questions & Answers

Question #1: MEMA’s building is named after which former Mississippi Governor?

Question #2: Our building was built in 2006 following which hurricane?

Question #3: True or False.....the MEMA building can withstand a Category 5 hurricane?

Question #4: MEMA is part of the Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) where we help other states and territories across the country during a disaster. Can you name three states that MEMA has helped during other disasters?

Question #5: How many MEMA buildings could fit into the Pentagon?

Question #6: What is the room called where we talk to the public and answer their questions about a disaster?

Question #7: How many square feet is the state emergency operations center, which is the biggest room in our building?

Questions #8: In which room is the governor briefed on the latest disasters and the response?